BIBLE AND PEDAGOGY IN THE TEACHING
OF WESTERN CIVILIZATION
Harvey

Shulman

The Bible is infrequently taught in Western civilization courses in
North American universities. The overwhelming number of university stu
dents are biblically illiterate and, in most instances, their teachers seem
not to be better informed than those whom they are instructing. Attempts
to introduce the Bible and other Judaic material in general Western civi
lization programs will engender opposition from many university faculty
including Jewish academics who have chosen to reject what they often see
as the confining world of a distinctive Jewish framework. There is also an
uncritical appropriation of traditional Christian notions of the "Old Tes
tament." Academics
have little trouble teaching the Iliad and the
texts that represent oral and written traditions that have
Odyssey,
evolved and have been rewritten over a period of hundreds of years. Para
doxically, when it comes to Bible and Talmud, these same people will not
teach or familiarize themselves with these materials because they reject
anonymous, divine, or divinely-inspired authorship. It is this bias that
ignores the greatest text in Western civilization, the product of a rich
3,000-year-old oral/written tradition and civilization.
An examination of curricula in North American universities would
civi
reveal that the Bible is infrequently taught, or read, inWestern
the exception of the very few students in Near
lization courses. With
Eastern programs and departments of Religion and Judaic Studies, the
illiterate
number of university students are biblically
overwhelming
and, in most instances, their teachers seem not to be better informed

they are instructing.
and general essay, it
discursive
of this purposefully
the
will first be argued that there is a need to separate and distinguish
that
further
indicated
will
be
It
Bible from "New Testament"
study.
scholars has intro
the traditional
reading of the Bible by biblical
bias in the reading and the
duced, intentionally or not, a "persuasive"
a
and igno
interpretation of texts. As well, there is general disinterest
rance of academics
toward biblical material.
over-spe
Disciplinary
concerns have moved
cialization and narrow methodological
teaching
?
all of this
focus on minutae
and research into an ever-increasing
a
who are being denied
coming at the expense of generation of students
in the study ofWestern
the opportunity to receive a general education
number of secular students in the
society and culture. An overwhelming
than those whom
In the course
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the Bible is taught. The
diaspora will never select a course in which
to
not
to
this auricular
be found in increasing the
solution
lacuna is
courses
of
number
and programs, but in the introduction of
Judaic Studies
in general Western
the Bible and other Judaic material
civilization
programs.

in the context of
and concerns
inclusion of Judaic material
civilization courses will engender opposition
from many uni
who
academics
have chosen to reject
versity faculty, including Jewish
what they often see as the confining and limiting world of a distinctive
in syllabi can, in
Jewish framework. The paucity of Judaic material
be
to
inclinations
attributed
assimilationist
among dias
strong
part,
an
of
traditional
Christian
uncritical
pora
Jewry,
appropriation
notions of the "Old Testament" by Jewish faculty, and for some, the at
tractions of a number of twentieth century ideological, modern and post

The
Western

and secularism,
modern
tendencies. Ironically, Christianity, Marxism,
in general, share a vision of the Bible and Judaism as "particularistic."
(This reading of Judaism has a great impact on Jewish academics who
?
see themselves
as "progressive"
like the
after all, if someone
was
to
historian
Isaac
able
Deutscher
reject "Judaism"
distinguished
in spite of having received a traditional yeshiva educa
for socialism
tion, it is certainly easier for Jewish academics, without a basis in Jew
on
ish learning, to do the same. See Appendix
for further observations
Isaac Deutscher.)
Few will ever realize that "the Bible is very likely
the first legal and sacred book in human history intended not for a
?
for, as we would
say, a general
royal and/or priestly caste but for all
audience."1

This essay will conclude with an illustration of how biblical mate
in political
rials have been neglected
theory texts and briefly suggest
tra
how ancient Hebrew
is
important to the study ofWestern
thought
as
the
is
text,
ditions, specifically democratic
Bible,
theory. Although
the focus of this essay, it constitutes one example only of the continuing
in the study ofWestern
civi
of Judaic texts and problematics
lization, from antiquity to the present.

exclusion

theHebrew Bible
Distinguishing
from the New Testament
in
of the Bible ("Old Testament")
representation
a vision of
civilization and political
entails
theory
the harshness of Jehovah, and de
God and society which emphasizes
picts an ancient people which, although chosen by God, fails to realize
or warrant His beneficence. When
the Bible is re
His expectations
if not
it
the
"Old
ferred to, becomes,
Testament/'
superseded,
literally,
of
the embodiment
Jesus becomes
replaced, by the "New Testament."
The
courses

traditional
inWestern
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a covenant
on a "harsh"
not based
and
a
on
and
but
faith,
law,"
"particularistic
compassionate
reassuring
in its teaching. The "spirit of the law" and "circumcision
universal
of
the heart" replace
the Israelite "obsession"
with the "letter of the
law" and its undue concern with "outdated and primitive rituals."
the
The legal philosopher,
Carl Friedrich, while
acknowledging
toWestern
civilization's
seminal contribution of the "Old Testament"
of the law, still describes
it in terms of "sanctimonious"
understanding
and "pharisaism." He states that "no sharper contrast can be imagined
than the beatitudes of the Sermon on theMount
and the Curses of the
in his discussion
Eric Voegelin,
Old Testament."2
of prophecy, states
the new

covenant:

that "the prophets were about to relegate Israel to a dead past by
into something which, at the time,
of God
transferring the Kingdom
was no more than the
shooting lights of a new dawn on the horizon."3
The Bible and history seem to be presented here in a manner
that

may easily lead one
of the Old Testament

to forget that the prophets are part of the corpus
and that compassion,
forgiveness, equity, and jus
are
and
the distinguishing
and dis
understood
tice, broadly
enforced,
tinctive qualities
of the biblical narrative.
It is common
for biblical

as the
to refer to the ethical monotheism
of the prophets
scholars
foundation of a "living Old Testament," while the God of Leviticus and
in contrast, is depicted as a "tribal" God. For example:
Deuteronomy,
but from the Old
Christianity owed its chief debt to the Hebrews,
Testament
it took over the Prophecy, not the law. In this connec
that the prophecies
contained hidden
tion, Eusebius maintained
the Jews would
have
he said, because
secrets, "disguised,"
if
the
the
of
their
doom
had
been
destroyed
writings
predictions
written plain. Moses was not so important to the Christians.4
For Jews and Judaism, however, prophecy "stood in themainstream
of Israel's tradition":5 the moral exhortations of the prophet, and the
and casuistic
reflect contextual
laws of Deuteronomy,
apodictic
not qualitative
those
differences. The conflict between
distinctions,
rituals and those who
who overemphasize
ceremonial
fervently re
mind the people of the need to transform the purity of their thoughts
does not emerge with Christianity. The ongoing tension between priest
and prophet over cultic observance and spiritual regeneration is contin
in the biblical narrative.6
Indeed:
ually addressed

that the age of prophecy
fact that the rabbis not only declared
ended, but insisted that the talmudic sage ranked higher than
the prophet, seems to suggest that community has a higher appre
ciation of its covenantal relationship to God when it sees Him as its
it sees Him as an authoritarian voice dictating
teacher than when

The
had

His will throughtheprophets.7
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reading into the prophets of a spirit and tradition of interna
tionalism tended, and often intended, to diminish the distinctive con
To Harry Orlinsky, "the national God
tribution of the ancient Hebrews.
a
of biblical Israel is universal God, but not an international God. With
no people other than Israel did God ever enter into a legally binding
The biblical narrative, even as it affirms the national
relationship."8
to "remember
of
the Jews, will, as well, remind the people
heritage
an
were
that you
slaves in Egypt,"9 and "when
alien settles with you in
not
him.
He shall be treated as a native
your land, you shall
oppress
The

born among you, and you shall love him as a man like yourself, because
you were aliens in Egypt."10
In addition,
the Noahide
of monotheism
(the
injunction
a
common
in
universal
human
belief
covenant),
prior
chronologically
to follow specific moral
and ethical impera
ity, and the obligation
of one's particular
of all
tives, irrespective
faith, are demanded
mankind.
These moral
constitute
the
foundation
of a
imperatives

tradition of tolerance in Judaism and express themselves
in the idea
that salvation
is for the pious of all religions, not exclusively
for the
out of an historical
tolerance
and national
Jews. This
emerges
but at the same time, it recognizes and respects the in
consciousness,

of other religions.
Christianity, on the other hand, argues for the end of national dis
tinctions ?
"Jews and Greeks alike are under the power of sin."11 Paul,
the Hellenized
to the Gentiles."
The
Jew, Saul, is to be the "Apostle
a
of
this
internationalism
is
which
however,
consequence,
theology
demands an acceptance of Jesus as theMessiah
and as the Son of God, in
order for one to attain salvation. This exclusivity leads inevitably to a
denial of universal
religious toleration. The notion that "hardly any
thinker will deny that the religion of Jesus is loftier than that of
is an uncritically held conclusion ofmany secular and Chris
Moloch"12
tian university students. As long as the study of Judaic materials
con
tinues to be taught exclusively in Jewish studies programs and courses,
they will inevitably fail to reach out to the larger Jewish and non
Jewish student population who are unlikely to ever encounter Jewish
source material, or
civilization curricula.
history, inWestern
In teaching Western
courses with required biblical
civilization
it is imperative to question
and evaluate some of the basic
material,
and unsubstantiated
that inform and even dominate
presuppositions
moral
and
of biblical
ethical,
contemporary
political
appraisals
for a moment,
the traditional comparison made be
thought. Consider,
tween Tanakh and the New Testament. The former is seen to
represent
now superseded,
the "Old Covenant,"
if not replaced, by the "New
Covenant."
as redeemer, is the vehicle of salvation
Jesus of Nazereth,
tegrity and worth

on rituals and
through faith; Judaism, with its supposed
overemphasis
is continually
as the religion of the Pharisees,
as
deeds,
depicted
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in the Gospels
and Paul's
letters. Judaic "harshness"
and
portrayed
is contrasted with Jesus' message
"exclusivism"
of compassion and love.
treat others as you would
The message
of the Gospels
is to "Always
like them to treat you.../'13
This ethical imperative, however, is of course not a New Testament
to remind, ifnot inform, students for the
creation. Itwill be necessary
first time that Leviticus
19:18 enjoins one to "love your neighbor as a
man like
yourself."14 In addition, a generation prior to Jesus, Hillel the
to teach him the entire Torah. Hillel
is asked by a heathen
Elder
to
"What
is
hateful
do not do to your neighbor: that is the
you,
replies:
in
whole Torah; the rest is commentary; go study."15 (Unfortunately,
many references to this text the last two words are often omitted.)
aware of the fact that Hillel
Students should be made
is a Phar
and spiritual tone of this statement, as well as its
isee: the moral
ifone depended
source, would be unrecognizable
solely on theNew Tes
and portrayal of the Pharisees.
The inaccurate
tament's assessment
usage of "Pharisee" as synonymous with "hypocrite" or "self-righteous
assimilated
into the Western
vocabu
legalist" has been uncritically
as well, to
It is interesting pedagogically,
lary and consciousness.16
statement, "...judge not thy associate until you comest
compare Hillel's
to his place..."17
to Jesus' later reference to "pass no judgment, and you
will not be judged."18 Compassion,
and strictures and
understanding,
guidance about how human beings ought to behave toward each other
are fundamental tenets of ancient Jewish thought.
The principal task of educators must, as a consequence, be to commu
nicate the Judaic tradition through its own texts and commentaries.
Emanuel Rackman notes that the rabbis debated an even more exalted
moral
imperative than that of loving one's neighbor; this goes back to
1:27 which says that "God created man in his own image." The
Genesis
rabbis determined
that this was the more important precept of human
behavior and it demands
that, as a human being, one should elevate
and dignify one's life to conform to God's
image ofman. If one keeps in
the divine quality of human life and its affirmation and enno
mind
blement by God, disrespect for one's fellowman is tantamount to being
?
"That man was endowed with the divine
disobedient
toward God
meant
that
also
every murder was deicide. Even suicide was
image
The essence of the rabbinic argument was one's neighbor
deicide."19
should be treated with the respect due to him as a human being, and
than one which
and humane
this is a more demanding
relationship
are times, the
There
defines obligation as a "categorical
imperative."
our
we
than we treat
treat
better
that
should
rabbis argued,
neighbor
ourselves.

lies in the
In part, the tension between Judaism and Christianity
if
fact that "at the center of Judaism is the tradition or,
you will, a
a
To
criticize
Christ is
man."20
Book; in Christianity, it is the figure of
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to deny the faith; to evaluate, judge and indeed criticize Moses
is the
affirmation of a tradition of learning and questioning
intrinsic to Ju
is revealing:
daism. The following Midrash
Would
that they had deserted Me and kept my Torah; for if they
had occupied
themselves with the Torah the leaven which
is in it
would have brought them back toMe.21
The synagogue cannot be understood
exclusively, perhaps even pri
as
a
of
house
it
above
is,
all, a house of study. In
prayer;
marily,
the
Bible
and
to students
New
Testament
in Western
teaching
civilization
to
it
is
in
close
textual
programs,
engage
imperative
when
the
text's
and
and,
context, to dis
analysis
explicating
meaning
a
between
the
narrative
and
Christian
and
secular
tinguish
interpre
tive tradition, which,
in many
instances and over two millennia,
has
distorted Judaic history and Judaism. The rabbinic notion is that the
essential attribute ofMoses was his role as teacher; this does not seem
an impact on the Western
to have made
tradition. Students are un
to
encounter
a leader who taught his
the
was
idea
"that
Moses
likely
to
do
without
him
to
how
lead themselves,"22 even
people
by learning
as he leads them out of barbarism and
slavery into freedom and civi
lization. What
stands out, however,
for a great deal of modern
is
the
to have 3,000 people
"harsh"
decision
Moses
scholarship
by
for their having
summarily executed as the appropriate
punishment
built the Golden Calf.

The Problem
The

of Bias

traditional

reference to "our" Judeo-Christian
heritage, al
a
is
that an in
belief
though well-meaning,
generally accompanied
by
rich
and
vital
the
ended
with
arrival
of Chris
Judaism
dependent,
the
and
the
destruction
of
Second
For
the
nineteenth
tianity
Temple.
biblical
scholar
(and others),
Julius Wellhausen
century German
"What importance the written letter, the book of the law, possesses
for
the Jews, we all know from the New Testament."23 As to the relevance
of distinctive Judaic commentaries on the Bible, Wellhausen
will con
as "the consequence
of the conservatism
temptuously dismiss Midrash
of all the relics of antiquity, a
artificial
reawaken
wholly particular
of
This
bones...."24
of
view
Christian
Bible
ing
dry
all-too-typical
is
what
the
must
teacher
in
the
scholarship
challenge
bringing
study of
the Bible intoWestern
civilization courses and general education pro

grams.25

The uniquely
of Talmud
and Midrash
will
Judaic commentaries
be
even
not
as worthy of
consulted, perhaps
rarely
acknowledged
attention, in the study of the Bible and ancient Jewish history. For
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is tantamount to utilizing only the
Harry Orlinsky, "such a procedure
rabbinic sources for a study of theNew Testament period in the Greco
Roman world!"26 Herbert J.Muller,
in an otherwise generally favorable
toWestern
is still
civilization,
interpretation of Judaic contributions
able to write:
Before the first captivity in Babylon, Judaism had been a growing,
creative religion. Now
the loss of political freedom brought a loss
in religious freedom. As Israel fell back on the Law, the Law was

rigid, tight, and binding. The prophet gave way to the high
that had
the religious genius
priest and then to the annotator;
created the Old Testament was confined to the commentaries of the
then the Talmud, too, was closed. Moreover,
the Law fixed
Talmud;
the national
role as a peculiar people.
Their jealous God made
them intolerant, their religious food laws made
them unsociable.27

made

the
to contrast Jewish "particularities"
with
Muller
proceeds
larger, "more tolerant" world in which Jews were living, and tends to
on the Jews themselves. Perhaps his most venal
blame persecutions
analogy is to state that: "Hitler's creed included versions of the basic
a revelation, a golden age and a fall, a
Hebrew-Christian
myths of
a divinely constituted
a
chosen people,
divinely inspired prophet, and
authority."28
Although

or to invoke an
are unlikely
to perceive
this author's
Judaism and Hitler,
symmetry" between
"ideological
a
civilization curriculum has demon
experience of teaching in Western
even if somewhat
strated that most university
freshmen believe,
treasure
which God
that
the
the
still
Jews "rejected
greater
vaguely,
offered them in the coming of Jesus of Nazareth,"29 and that the Bible's
is one of "Yahweh's
Voegelin's
message
primitive provincialism."30
observation
that "the conception of war as an instrument for extermi
is an inno
nating everybody in sight who does not believe in Yahweh
attractive
in Deuteronomy,"31
is an enticing and disarmingly
vation
for
the
biblical
neophyte.
proposition
are not due tomalice or anti-Semitism, but are
These perceptions
and text selec
of inadequate knowledge
the unfortunate consequences
administrators
tion on the part of ill-informed teachers and academic
to
at all levels of education. Itwould perhaps be useful, pedagogically,
treatment of warfare with the tenor
contrast the biblical narrative's
and

academics

flavor of the Near

(ninth century Assyrian

Eastern

documentary
ruler) writes:

record. Assurnasirpal

600 of theirwarriors I put to the sword; 3,000 captives
fire; I did not leave a single one of them alive
I flayed, and his
their governor,
hostage....Hulai,
I
the
the
wall
of
the
city I destroyed,
upon
city;

I burned with
to serve as a
skin I spread
devastated,
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burned with fire....From some I cut off their hands and fingers; and
from others I cut off their noses, their ears...of many I put out their
one pillar of the living and another of heads, and I
eyes. I made
bound their heads to tree-trunks round the city.32
in the Bible, or lack of it,
the justification of violence
Whatever
one must be sensitive to the historical record and the prevalence
of
on the part of the empires with
and genocidal
behavior
barbarism
mes
which the ancient Israelites had to contend.33 The Deuteronomic
?
or
war
not
it
of
violence
is
of
is
that
that
sage
justice and
glorifying
the development
and growth of a people toward civilization.

*

* *

or
This distorted vision of the Jewish heritage is not necessarily,
of a hostile or ignorant Christian tradition which
only, the consequence
has systematically distorted and/or ignored the beauty and richness
in the Bible. The omission of Judaic political tradition and
contained
feature of political
has
also evidently been a characteristic
thought
courses
In
in
the
Israeli
universities.34
Jewish aca
diaspora,
theory
the curriculum
demics have been at the forefront of "universalizing"
traditions and read
with the consequence
being that while political
Thomas
St.
will
represent Jesus, Paul,
Augustine,
undoubtedly
ings
one
to
will
have
Luther
search
for
and
Calvin,
Aquinas,
diligently
are
in
in
which
included
materials
Judaic
rarely
syllabi
political
civilization courses. The only reference to Judaism in
theory orWestern
many of these courses will be to invoke a "Judeo-Christian
heritage,"
a hybrid which,
if not for
for Judaism,
students with
leaving
is
and
Christianity,
analytically
imprecise
misleading.
Where
there exists the rudiments of a Jewish consciousness
among
itmay manifest
itself in the inclusion of Spinoza; purport
academics,

edly, this is to illustrate that "Judaic" learning has not disappeared.
is, this ma
Yet, as important and enjoyable as the teaching of Spinoza
terial in the hands of Judaically illiterate teachers reads as a "proof
text," all but affirming that the Bible and Judaism have to give way to

the Enlightenment
and modernity.
these
secularism,
Undoubtedly,
influence on
Western
civilization courses will refer to the Aristotelian
Thomas Aquinas'
teach, let
thought; not many of them will, however,
?
alone mention Maimonides,
and his reading of Aristotle
and, indeed,
Thomas Aquinas'
familiarity with the Rambam.
When
scientists
and ask
biblical material
investigate
political
concerns
it
that
of
the
of
their
reflect
discipline,
they tread
questions
on dangerous,
if not sacred, territory. They may well antagonize
Bible
scholars

who

have

invested

a great deal

of their life in acquiring
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their best schol
skills and devoted
linguistic-historical
sophisticated
arly years in an attempt to arrive at an accurate translation of a single
text or document.
the intricate and cen
They have at their disposal
one may casually
tradition
of
biblical
While
turies-long
scholarship.
offer observations
about the idea of kingship in Judea, there are scores
in passionate
of Bible authorities who have engaged
debate over the
it is neces
of
the
historical sequence
J,E,D,P redactions. Nevertheless,
to
resist the proprietary arguments of disciplinary
sary
specialists who
would
retain exclusive
rights and jurisdiction over an entire area of
knowledge
university

in dire need of intelligent inclusion
in a wide
range of
texts
treat
culture and
which
Western
programs and general

society.
From

the perspective
of the "generalist"
teaching students in a
it
is
and
fruitful to evaluate
Western
civilization program,
necessary
as
text
of
it
has
been
the significance
the biblical
redacted. Whether
or
was
wrote the Psalms
David
the author of Torah
Moses
not; whether
or only some of them; or whether
text or texts pre
the Deuteronomic
or
are
ceded)
follow(s) the literary prophets
secondary to the fact that
in Hebrew
two
and in
the Bible has been studied
for
millennia,
more
or
same
as
it
is read
in
and
order
less the
translations,
sequence
on
scholars
Bible
however
The
of
Western
civilization,
today.
impact
seen in
interpret its chronology, authorship or authenticity, must be
over
time
terms of a complete and comprehensive
text, reproduced
or
of
of
Near
schools
Eastern
archeology
independent
departments,
Bible scholars.
The political
and intellectual historian must
scientist, sociologist
in this
venture into Bible study so that the Jewish heritage, embodied
attention.
will
its
due
text
receive
of
Western
tradition,
great founding
and social sciences need to know a great
in the humanities
Students

deal more than they presently do about the Bible: it is precisely here
that generalists have a pivotal role to play. Those
teaching inWest
ern civilization programs should avoid the temptation of immersion in
as the
the labyrinth of source- and form-criticism. And as magnificent
the impor
Bible is as a literary document, one should not accentuate
tance of the Bible as a primarily literary text but rather to focus on the
of a people's
the experience
text "as a symbolism which articulates
?
real order of Israel's existence in historic
of the ontologically
order
form."35

The contribution of social scientists and historians to Judaic politi
cal thought and Bible study must be, in the first instance, as advocates
the integrity of the text. Al
of analysis which preserves
of a method
and
one should
with
oneself
familiarize
anthropolitical
though
and
and
in
read
criticism,
source,
form,
evidence,
literary
archeological
modernist
and
deconstructionist
latest
examine the
interpretations of
holistic primacy
assert
to
the
the Bible, it is necessary, pedagogically,
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of the text and of thematerial contained therein. Academics must point
out that the study of distinctive Judaic texts has been ignored, abused
and misused
from the time of Paul to that of Archbishop O'Connor.36
It is interesting to note that academics
have little trouble teaching
to students and expounding
Homer
enthusiastically on the richness and

skepticism
complexity of his writings, pointing out the considerable
of someone called Homer. The Iliad and
about the historical personage
Odyssey are texts which represent oral and written traditions which
of
have evolved and have been rewritten over a period of hundreds

it comes to the Bible and the
however, when
years. Paradoxically,
these same people will not teach or familiarize
themselves
Talmud,
or
divine
with
these materials
because
they reject anonymous,
seem
not
to
the
understand
They
divinely-inspired
authorship.
enormous
ignores the greatest
incongruity of their bias, a bias which
a
text inWestern
the
of
rich
three
thousand year
civilization,
product
tradition and civilization 37
old oral/written
*

*

*

in general education programs
introduction of biblical material
from some
with
the
Western
tradition
also
face opposition
may
dealing
observant Jews, who feel that the Bible should not be read as an aca
demic text. Further, they would
argue that Judaism cannot be appro
to its prac
priated
intellectually apart from a religious commitment
Is
in
to
without
refer
read the Bible intelligently
tice.38
one,
fact, able
ence to the commentaries
of Rashi, Maimonides
and Nachmanides?
to study the Bible without years of immersion in
Indeed, is it possible
The

in rabbinical
the knowledge
schools and
Does
acquired
to
lead
the
of
and
information
yeshivas
insight
required
specific type
in introducing the Bible to secular students ofWestern
civilization and
This
culture? These questions
should not be dismissed
precipitously.

Talmud?39

author believes
it imperative, minimally,
that academics
(Jewish and
in
the social sciences and humanities
familiarize
them
non-Jewish)
on the Bible.
selves with the basic classical commentaries and Midrash
The appropriate
intellectual formation and commitment necessary
for satisfactory comprehension
of this relatively new area of study for
on the
a
in other disciplines will depend
generalists with
background
to be answered. Whatever
of the research and the questions
boundaries
that
one's religious
commitment may be, itmust be acknowledged
is a difficult task and one which re
learning to read with discernment
quires systematic study and access to creative and informed intellects.
And in that relatively new approaches must be charted in complicated
material,
one's

it is appropriate

to maintain

a modicum

of humility

conclusions.
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and Ignorance

Disinterest

in the research and
A major
obstacle
engaged
facing academics
of
materials
is the generalized
biblical
and
other
Judaic
teaching
own
often
vocal
one's
Secular
of
and
ignorance
opposition
colleagues.
and
itsmany virtues and attractions, has diminished
culture, whatever
courses
in
the
of
Western
civilization
neglected
importance
religion
in
in particular,
is often absent
the study of the Bible
generally;
whether
his
When
author
asks
this
university
periodically
syllabi.
students have had occasion to read the Bible in the course of their edu
the
cation, except for a few with private or parochial school education,

response is overwhelmingly
negative. Very few of them attend church
or synagogue, so one cannot even assume a generalized
familiarity with
at least in the
their own religious traditions or texts. Our colleagues,
seem
no
more
In political
students.
than
often
informed
their
diaspora,
to
For most
from
all
lead
Athens.
for
roads
and
courses,
theory
example,
on faith, not reason; it is
theorists, the study of the Bible is predicated

as "out of bounds"
for dispassionate
inquiry. (Of
philosophical
course, as noted, these same people have few problems
teaching Paul,
Thomas
etc.)
Augustine,
Aquinas,
In many North American
it is often precisely Jewish
universities,
are
to
into the gen
materials
who
Judaic
opposed
faculty
integrating
eral curricula. These same faculty members have no problem with ad
justing syllabi to take into account everyone else's tradition but their
own. Invariably, all "liberation" movements,
female
be they national,
or gay, will find their way into the curricula. Yet Jewish history and
viewed

the Jewish struggle for liberation and national identity is still deemed
and too confining for intellectual
inquiry
particularistic,
parochial,
for political theorists to in
and curricular inclusion. It is not uncommon
in political science courses: as academics
clude literary materials
open

one accepts the possibility
that
to the scholarship of other disciplines,
its cul
literature has a great deal to say about Western
civilization,
scientists and historians
and ideas. Almost all political
ture, values
in teaching Greek
have
Iliad and Odyssey
referred to Homer's
a great deal about the earliest stages of
as
tell
these
classics
thought,
accord the
one aspect ofWestern
civilization.
Few, however, would
Bible the same status, as "great literature." It follows, then, that one
and curriculum
tasks will be to educate one's colleagues
of the major
committees, as well as one's students.

*

the context of political
ties and social sciences in general,
Within

*

*

courses, and in the humani
it .isnecessary to adopt a "Maccabean
science
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That is, one must, where academically
appropriate, main
pedagogy."
tain the distinctiveness
and specificity of Jewish political thought and
con
traditions in the face of those who would
assimilate, excessively
one
or
in
this
another
diminish
or,
textualize, marginalize,
way
yet for
The
and
literature
rich
"hidden,"
many
sociologist Max
heritage.40

concluded
that "in richness and variety the literary production
Weber
of pre-exilic Israel is unsurpassed
by any other literature."41 Unfortu
in
civilization courses seem not to
and
curricula
Western
nately, syllabi
be aware of this abundance. The more typical reaction to Bible is to see
it as containing "a great deal of both theocratic history and myth," and
to see its literary and cultural contribution as not meriting distinction
and Egyptian literature.42
from that ofMesopotamian
inWestern
civilization courses, it is com
When
the
Bible
teaching
as
mon
to refer to its political
formulations
and misleading
here that priestly control is pervasive. With
"theocratic," meaning
respect to ancient Jewish thought, however,
theocracy is consistent
form of rule, in which God
with a "republican"
is the ultimate
man
are constitu
and
and
his
leaders
sovereign authority,
political
no time did
to
At
the
follow
of
Torah.43
precepts
tionally obligated
a
of
priests possess
monopoly
political power, irrespective of the par
ticular regime in question, and independent
of whether or not itwas

has written convincingly
Stuart Cohen
about
politically
sovereign.
how power was shared among priest, prophet and monarch, all subject
to the laws and teachings of Torah which, when understood
organi
tradition and its manifes
cally, constitute the basis of the covenantal
to students
tations in political
rule.44 It is important to demonstrate
that the Jewish tradition of constitutionalism
is the beginning of "the
rule of law"; no authority, except God himself, is justified, legally, to
rule completely over others, God is never expected
to behave
capri
ciously or arbitrarily.
*

*

*

of the difficulties encountered
in introducing biblical and other
in
material
civilization
Western
curricula is the general absence
Judaic
of historical knowledge
If one examines
students.
the Great
among
Books curricula of outstanding American
arts
liberal
colleges such as
or
Columbia
and
St.
reviews syllabi in history or politi
Johns,
College
cal theory courses, one will find a paucity of thinkers who could be
classified as historians. Simply put, the "classics" have not been writ
One

ten by historians. Of course, Thucydides
and his monumental
work on
the Peloponnesian
is taught, inwhich, undoubtedly,
an historical
War
is found. But it is surely not a modern historical awareness,
perspective
it is questionable
whether
the descriptions
and
are
reliable
protagonists
eyewitness
replications
and

of the
speeches
of the conflict
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to examples
between Athens, Sparta and the other poleis, as opposed
of the artistic-rhetorical mystery and specifically Greek philosophic
concerns of
Thucydides.45
a great
Yet the Bible, as text, is, among
its other attributes,
in fact, one inmany ways unique
in theWestern
historical document,

tradition. Thorleif Boman, contrasting the Greek and Judaic notions of
time and history, states that "God revealed himself to the Israelites in
history and not in ideas; he revealed himself when he acted and cre
ated."46 Itwould be a mistake, however, to assume that the Bible as an
is bereft of an intellectual vitality
historical and theological document
in ideas. It is difficult
and vision, and programmatically
uninterested
to turn the biblical page and not be confronted with, and challenged by,
the kind of great issues and ideas that traditionally
inform a Great
Book curriculum:
the biblical narrative's very broad vista includes a
of obligation,
analysis of "right and wrong,"
family and
in general
the text is about values, be they political,
community;
or social. It is difficult to conceive
that anyone could
philosophical,
read the Bible and find it to be a text devoid of ideas: perhaps "the es
sential characteristic of the Hebrew mind was
that it took itself thus
seriously and took its ideas as the ultimate reality...."47
continuing

Torah is instituted in time: worldliness
and the affirmation of the
here and now is central to comprehending
the Jewish tradition which
places great importance on action and the transformation of the world.
Soloveitchik

states

that:

An individual does not become holy through mystical adhesion
to
the absolute nor through mysterious
union with the infinite, nor
ecstasy, but rather through his
through a boundless-all-embracing
whole
life, through his animal actions, and through
biological
in the empirical world.48
the Halakhah
actualizing

What

to Look For in the Bible

The Bible, indeed, is the great historical classic absent from the
curriculum.49 The text chronicles the successes and failures, over time, of
the people referred to as "chosen." Its status as a great text, demanding
even more impressive when one considers
continuing attention, ismade
the
intellectual honesty of the Bible as it chronicles
the underlying

history of the ancient Jews, describing, in often unflattering terms, their
failures as well as their successes. Northcote
Parkinson,
although he
to
the
is mis
of
the
Greeks,
thought prior
political
origin
recognizes
the
taken when he asserts that "books...which
losing cause
supported
?
or
else never
been
have
overlooked,
destroyed
forgotten,
published."50
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In the Bible there are no laudatory perorations on the superiority
and accomplishments
of the Israelites. Indeed, the people, although
ennobled and created in God's
image, are continually depicted as fickle,
disobedient
and
and
unappreciative,
unworthy of God's beneficence
a
The
is
not
about
narrative
Bible,
then,
forgiveness.
only
descriptive
the history of the Israelites; it is, as well, a document
to
fundamental
of history. This is not to argue that the
any study of the philosophy
Bible is a comprehensive,
systematic history of the ancient Israelites.
text were, above all, con
The authors and compilers of the biblical
to "historiographic,"
cerned with moral, as opposed
issues51 and the
as
over
it
is
with
narrative,
time,
emerges
chronological
preoccupied
the "idea of the Good"
(to use the terminology of the Greeks). The spe
cific concern of the biblical narrative isman's
correct ethical relation
to his community, and to God. The historians
of the
ship to man,
biblical narrative were intent to explain man, not only to describe him.
In effect, "Hebrew history was
of history."52
primarily a philosophy
The Bible is the one great text in the literature of the ancient world
in which one is able to discern distinctive
and highly sophisticated
on
and political con
historical,
perspectives
important
philosophical

cepts like progress, liberty, authority, power, obligation, rights, prop
erty, slavery, law, justice and time. Unfortunately,
today's university
students are ignorant of the richness contained
in the Bible, let alone
other Judaic materials. The consequence
of this lacuna is that students
receive an incomplete and distorted idea of Western
civilization
and
its development.
as the reliance on Athens
As invaluable
is for our
Western
heritage, Jerusalem warrants
recognition as a second, prior,
and equally important foundation stone ofWestern politics, society and
culture. The Judaic heritage is unique;
it cannot be retrieved through
on
and
the
latter's
Western
civilization. And the
Christianity
impact
in
to
contradistinction
that
the
of
Judaic tradition,
Greeks, is rooted in
a temporal and material
framework. Leo Strauss has stated their dif
ference as follows:
The Greek philosophic
view has as its primary basis the simple
of heaven, is
notion, the contemplation of heaven, an understanding
the ground by which we are led in the
True
conduct.
knowl
right
the
Greek
is
of
is
what
said,
edge,
philosopher
knowledge
always.
of the things which
are not
and especially
Knowledge
always
of what happened
in the past, is knowledge
of an en
knowledge
inferior
character.53
tirely
In the Israelite political
of past, pre
tradition, the understanding
sent and future constitutes an
integral unity and serves as a guide to cor
rect living. The speculative
of the Greeks cannot be found
philosophy
in the Bible. To the Jewish believer, "God does not, like [the
deity] of
some philosophers,
dwell in sheer transcendence above the empirical,
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empirically

inaccessible."54

Judaic thought emerges out of remembering God's past accomplish
ments and His future expectations ofman. It is thus inherently histori
re
cal. Character and personality develop over time. When Odysseus
turns to Ithaca after a twenty-year absence, he thinks and acts as if
time had

not elapsed.
In the Bible, characters grow, develop
and
a
The
text
not
is
the
of
about
it
also
de
change.
only
history
people,
with
considerable
drama
the
in
and
of
detail,
picts,
story
"ordinary"
who
live fragile and flawed lives, so unlike
dividuals
the heroic
in Homer's
states that "the
characters depicted
epics. Erich Auerbach

in the peaceful realm of
representation of daily life, remains inHomer
the idyllic, whereas,
from the very first, in the Old Testament
stories,
the sublime, tragic, and problematic
in the do
take shape precisely

mestic

and

commonplace...."55

re
theHebrews
comparison worth noting is that "...while
in
the
reassimilation
order
the
natural
and
of
jected
objectified
spatial
in favor of participation
world
in the dynamic reality of God which
manifested
itself in the events of history, the Greeks rejected history
as an ultimate order of
reality...."56 The early Greek distanced himself
from the "ordered account of the past arranged systematically
in time
and place."57 Unlike
who retained and "remembered"
the Hebrews
their past or sought to understand
their present and their future within
an historical framework, the Greek experienced
a "Dark Age" where
"a
written
and
and
kind
of iron curtain was
oral, "ceased,"
history,
Another

the classical Greeks and the remarkable
therefore, between
civilization
which
them."58 It is in such con
Mycenean
lay behind
trasts, and in the unfolding interpretations, between the earliest Judaic
and Greek
and
that Western
civilization
traditions,
emerges,
in
Western
used
and
culture
should
reflect,
university syllabi
society
to reflect, this reality.59
and be designed
For some scholars, the Bible stands as the great "Fatherland of the
the Text." The
Jews," or as George Steiner has put it, "Our Homeland,
Bible in its continuous re-reading and reappraisal represents Judaism in
all its vitality and richness.60 Steiner states that "even the most secu
drawn,

lar Jew is the explicit creature of his past, of Jewish history."61 The
idea that all Jews share a common identity and values
is, in this in
Avraham
of
Rabbi
Steiner.
stance, affirmed by an unlikely
ally
a
in
recent
interview
stated:
Israel's
Ashkenazi
Chief
Rabbi,
Shapira,
Even those who do not observe still observe. There are Jewish ethi

in Israel is also Torah.
cal values. There is Jewish culture, which
And there is no one who is not connected to Jewish culture....It is in
that there is a Jewwho is not in some way connected to
conceivable
some kind of ethical precept.62
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are aware
that Jewish academics
are
so
that they
or, if they
aware,
antecedents,
identify positively with Judaism's human and intellectual richness.63

Unfortunately,
of their historical

this does not mean

*

*

*

If it is indeed accurate that "the history of European
civilization
two
mixtures
and
of
the
of
ways
only
synthesis
thinking"64
[Jewish and Greek], it is imperative to know what is, in fact, the Judaic
contribution to this perceived synthesis. The point of this is not to em
bellish or exaggerate a Jewish past for ideological or sentimental rea
and attention to the historical
sons, but to render due consideration
written Jewish tradition, this will
record. True to a long-established
not inevitably lead to a romantic glorification of past achievement, but
to a critical and informed appraisal
of Judaic literature. The task
would be considered successful if students could make distinctions be
tween Judaic, Greek, Christian
and Roman political
traditions. One
about the Jewish po
clarification, at least, is in order here: knowledge
litical tradition must not be confused with a desire
to affirm its
or sympathy be ex
distinctive
contributions, nor should enthusiasm
reasons, from those who
pected, for a range of ideological
identify
or an Isaac
their Jewishness in the way that would
satisfy a Spinoza

manifests

Deutscher,
Jews who reached out beyond, and ultimately rejected the
considerable knowledge
Jewish community, even though they possessed
about their religion and heritage.

Treatment of the Bible

in Political Theory Texts

tried to show that a significant amount of previous
it in study, teaching or research,
or
is biased
scholarship,
deficient in its representation of Jewish history and thought, and that,
in turn, this represents a major problem for academics who wish to re
trieve the Judaic tradition inWestern
civilization courses. A brief pe
rusal of some of themajor political theory texts in use over the previous
few decades will illustrate that the problem is not confined to biblical
This author has

Bible

be

scholars,

general.

but is characteristic

Gaetano

Babylonia,
Buddhism.

of political

theorists and

their writing

in

Mosca
begins his study of political
thought with Egypt,
and the social and political attributes of Confucianism
and
He acknowledges
"the rich Hebrew
literature" and the im

in one page.65
and prophecy
portance of the biblical idea of monarchy
states that "the early political history of
Charles Howard
Mcllwain
the Jews is a subject of great importance for the history of political
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thought as a whole/' He never, however, proceeds to discuss any aspect
as
of the Jewish political
it generally
tradition, except to describe
to
Lee
Cameron
McDonald's
theocratic."66
reference
Judaic
"purely
only
content is to refer to it as mythological
and to indicate that "Moses,
Solon and Romulus are the great political founders."67 John Bowie is one
of the few political theorists who begins Western
civilization prior to
a
In
the traditionally-ascribed
titled "The
Greek
chapter
origins.
State
and
the
he dis
Eastern
Sacred
Middle
Empire,"
Temple
City:
cusses
on
law
and
elaborates
bureaucracy,
Egypt,
monarchy,
and Assyria, but never acknowledges
the Bible or the ex
Mesopotamia
one scholar, J.B. Bury, completed
istence of the Hebrews.68 Amazingly,
an entire book on The Idea of Progress, and found nothing at all to say

the importance of the Bible and the Judaic contribution to this
central Western
idea.69 Several other political theory texts simply ig
nore the Judaic and biblical heritage.70 Leo Strauss, capable of precise
and skilled biblical analysis, and familiar with the entire range of
did not see the Bible as appro
Jewish thought, including Maimonides,
matter
Yet he does, how
for
the
priate subject
political philosopher.
and
between
ever, distinguish
political
political
philosophy
one
able to
with
life
the
latter
coeval
assumes,
and,
being
thought,71
about

the study of Judaic texts.
it has been argued here that the Jewish political
tradi
Although
civilization and
tion and its relevant texts are often ignored inWestern
Sibley's
political theory courses, one noteworthy exception isMulford
incorporate

and
"Politics
Ideas and Ideologies.72 His
Political
opening
chapter,
the
the
the Ancient Hebrews,"
within
Ethics Among
Hebrews
places
from which
historical context of the civilization(s)
they emerge and
as a separate people. He also delineates
those
begin to be identified
in origin. Sibley's narra
areas of thought which are uniquely Hebraic
a brief discussion
of
and chronological.
tive is conceptual
Following
a section "From
Abraham,
Sibley's historical framework begins with
of the united, then
to Judges"; this is followed by a discussion
Exodus
the
second century BCE. Some of the
divided, monarchy, and ends with

in his opening chapter
important political issues raised and discussed
include monarchy,
covenant, order, prophecy, con
constitutionalism,
federal alliances, and law. Sibley raises the question of how one is to
the political
read the Bible for political
content, while
separating
In that the religion of the Hebrews manifested
from the "theocratic."
did not
that other-worldliness
itself in daily life, Sibley concludes
the Jewish political tradition as it did in Christianity.
dominate
This is not to suggest that the Bible and the Talmud are essentially
theory texts, or that they deal systematically with philoso
political
we should be cautioned
and
However,
phy
political
philosophy.73
a methodological
in
ourselves
straight-jacket by reify
against putting
The
of knowledge.
of the acquisition
ing definitions at the expense
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overwhelming percentage of students who should encounter the Bible in
the course of their general studies are never going to proceed to gradu
ate school or to vocations where disciplinary
subtleties are going to
make an intellectual difference in their lives. Their general education
that they be provided
with a foundation
and
demands,
however,
in
in
turn
Western
which
entails
civilization,
background
reading the
some sense of its subsequent
Bible (and, ideally, acquiring
historical

and rabbinical commentaries).
The argument here is that the integra
courses in general,
tion of biblical materials
into Western
civilization
courses
can
on
and in political
in
also
be defended
theory
particular,
If
criticizes
is
what
and
methodological
grounds.
"political
theory
constructs what should be/'74 or if its primary purpose
is "education,"75
or if it can be understood
"as moral,
and gen
inclusive, philosophical
and
not
the
without
is a
eral,"
Bible,
always systematic,76
question,
in
and
and
necessary
integral component
studying, teaching
writing
about Western
civilization.
The integration of the Bible intoWestern
civilization courses can be
illustrated by a brief discussion
of selected ideas which become impor
tant to the development
tradition. Invariably, an in
of a democratic
a lecture on Athens
troduction to democratic
in the
with
theory begins
"Golden Age" of Pericles. One would expect distinctions to be drawn be
tween the theory and practice of classical democracy,
comparisons
made between Athens and Sparta, a discussion
of Athenian
Imperial
war and the existence of
ism, the Peloponnesian
slavery. If one were to
this course with the Bible and the Judaic political
suggest beginning
for the most part engender a puzzled
reaction
tradition, this would
the
among students and skepticism from colleagues. To most academics,
Bible represents the antithesis of political
and
the
democratic
theory
seen and depicted;
tradition as they are traditionally
is
the Bible
viewed as the story of an absolute God who is omniscient, omnipotent,
in philosophical
harsh, arbitrary, and certainly not open to engaging

it is the indispensable
and irreplaceable
found
speculation. Although
tradition, the Bible is nevertheless
ing-text of the Western
ignored.
Yet it is the text fundamental to an understanding
of the beginnings of a
in turn, also constitutes the founda
tradition which,
Judaic political
tion for an understanding
of theWestern political heritage.
as essentially plebiscitary and
If, of course, one defines democracy
based on the rule of majorities,
there is, of course, no democratic
tradi
tion in ancient Judaic thought; nor, applying
can
the same standards,
one trace one's democratic
roots to fifth century Athens. Without
to slight the participatory
and egalitarian attributes of con
meaning
it
democratic
is
also important to keep in mind
societies,
temporary
those elements of the democratic
tradition which cannot be quantita
the establishment
of a civilized
tively understood;
specifically,
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the
law prevails over arbitrariness and anarchy, where
is affirmed and where human beings are not objects to be

"possessed."

toward labor and slavery
the Greek and biblical attitudes
an
In the
useful
and
interesting
comparison.
provide
pedagogically
a six
on
a
not
It
is
is
based
Bible, slavery
property rights.
relationship
as
human
form
indentured
service.
The
of
man,
slave,
possesses
year
follow from his dignity and worth before God. The
rights which
law ismodified when it comes
injunction that all are equal under God's
Here

in that the
to the slave. He is, if injured, to be set free immediately;
slave's burdens are greater than those of a free man, he is to receive
as well call for proper
special protections. Greek and Roman literature
treatment of slaves, but these are the expressions
of a philosophical
elite. Their ideas toward slavery
did not become what they had been in Judaism: the Torah for the
whole people. That is why these kindly expressions
of Greek and
Roman
literature could coexist with the horrors and atrocities
vented by the idle upon those unfortunate creatures who, according
to Jevenal, are "not really human beings... Z'77

the natural slavish
Plato .felt, in fact, that he had demonstrated
ness of slaves by virtue of their failure to commit suicide.78
Hannah Arendt distinguished
between the Old Testament and the
texts of classical antiquity by contrasting their attitudes toward labor:
to the Greek mind labor was to be avoided;
it represented that part of
the human

that of ani
condition where man's
activities approximate
to labor is to affirm what God has given to
to the Hebrews,
in Plato's Republic has an interest
"Allegory of the Cave"
in
R.
Talmudic
literature.
Simon bar Yohai and his son are
ing parallel
a
cave
to
in order to flee from Roman persecu
seek refuge in
compelled
return
to the outside world where
tion. Twelve years later they
they
encounter farmers working
the fields. Simon bar Yohai, seeing them,
are too preoccupied
"with
exclaims
that the people
disapprovingly

mals, while
man.79 The

This legend concludes
the life of the moment."
calling to them: "Have you come to destroy my
cave!" In Plato's allegory, the man who labors
Judaism, labor is not to be denigrated, nor is it
life of themind.80

a heavenly voice
world? Go back to the
in
resides in shadows;

with

to be separate

from the

the liberty and liberation of a peo
from
literally, learn that their escape
metaphorically
with
the
not
is
and
to'be
equated
oppression
slavery, foreign bondage
is a longer, more difficult task. The
attainment of freedom, which
to an oracle, a vi
at Sinai is too important to be delegated
Theophany
a
stature
rational
or
and
of
sion,
genius. This
exceptional
philosopher
The biblical

ple who,

narrative

is about
and
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event, it is told, iswitnessed
by hundreds of thousands of people, and
law. Israel is
Moses
is instructed to teach all the people to follow God's
to be a nation where all are priests. Carl Friedrich states that:
The sanctification of each member of the community who obeys the
an equality of all men. The laws of the
laws of Yahweh
implies
Old Testament can be obeyed by anyone who is of good will. This

markedly
egalitarian
spiritual attitude toward the law
finds in Ancient Judaism stands out in sharp contrast to
in the legal
thought of the Greeks, at least as expressed
of
Plato
and
which
is
that of a
Aristotle,
markedly
phy
elite.81

that one
the legal
philoso
spiritual

The people, however, possessing
free will, are continually disobe
dient. The desert trek of forty years, in spite of severe setbacks and
terminate in the promised
land of Canaan.
hardships, will eventually
But itwill be to the next generation, born in freedom, which will in
herit the responsibility of creating a national consciousness:
("in those
no
man
was
was
in
there
Israel
and
what
did
every
days
king
right in
his own eyes").82
to any tradition of democratic
Essential
thought is the ability to
exercise free will; this involves the education
of a society so that its
and
the
rhetoric and
choices,
go beyond
singularly
collectively,
of
to
abstract
become
and
expression
pur
rights
concretely meaningful
tradition is not to be confused with
poseful alternatives. A democratic
there are no
anarchy, or does the idea that man possesses
rights mean
a
Such
tradition
is
built
the
idea that
accompanying
upon
obligations.
human beings are not objects, that they should not succumb
to
passively
an uncritical acceptance of
In
the
Judaic thought
worldly
imperfection.
"ideal is not that of the sage of antiquity who, satisfied with his own

wisdom
and peace of mind,
is no longer moved
by the struggles of
man."83 The ideal is that of an informed and educated
"polity," doing
as well as
knowing "the good," and living by the Torah that God gave
toman. It is precisely the acceptance of God's power and
majesty over
man
that makes
it very difficult for a Jew to accept the
arbitrary au
man
over
man.
of
a
"there
is
to
Indeed,
thority
tendency
place Israel
almost at par with God. Israel is not imposed upon, rather it
actually
receives the covenant."84
*

*

*

The intellectual Hellenization
of Judaic political
thought is a two
millennia-old
tradition. Indeed, the attractions of the "host" country
and the dominant culture have
always produced
"golden calves." It is
not even understandable,
for many,
Abraham,
why
evidently
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and established, would want
to leave Mesopotamia
for
prosperous
courses inWestern
Canaan. Attempts to supplement
civilization with
selected Judaic materials will undoubtedly
meet resistance from the
realities and prevailing wisdom
of late twentieth century diaspora
tend to see this proposed
revision of
Jewish academics.
They will
a
as
and
reversion
to
Jewish
programs
syllabi
parochialism.
This conclusion, in itself, tells a great deal about the reasons behind

the prevailing
ignorance of Jewish cultural and political history. As
or to an
well, "the assimilationist, whether he turns to universalism
other particular nationalism,
variant
of
identifi
Jewish
every
rejects
cation so Jewish political theory is ipso facto ruled out."85
It is, in fact, because of a desire tomore fully comprehend
the rich
ness ofWestern
civilization that many feel the need to address
issues

have been ignored or misread
for centuries. If Jewish
was
to be regarded as "text" and general Western po
political thought
seem that for
litical and philosophical
history as "context," itwould
centuries there has been undue attention given to context and the text
itself has been neglected.
In order to retrieve the Jewish past ?
and
historical, political
?
(and its relation toWestern
philosophic
development
generally)
to
return
to
and
will
have
to
its
real
the
pedagogy
scholarship
origins,
Hebraic
and
oral
and
written
traditions.
texts, history,
Undoubtedly,
this will arouse opposition
from the "secularists,"
"universalists,"
see social science
"assimilationists"
and those who
and
beginning,
In turn, itwill be necessary
sometimes ending, with today's newspaper.
to challenge
the perspective
of "the dogmatic modernist who asserts
that the past can at best only confirm what the present already knows,
and that in any conflict between past and present, the present is ipso
facto right."86
and

texts which
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Appendix
In many ways Isaac Deutscher, described by his sister as the "non
the most
Jewish Jew,"87 represents the most challenging and perhaps
radical expression of that vision of the Judaic political
tradition with
which
issue is taken. Isaac Deutscher,
in an Or
raised and educated
thodox Jewish home replete with peyes and kapot, achieved as a child
In
brilliance.
widespread
recognition for his extraordinary Talmudic
own
of
his
he
sent
is
to
with
his
father
the
spite
opposition,
by
study
Tsadik of Gere, and at the age of thirteen he was ordained as a rabbi by
virtue of an outstanding discourse presented at his bar mitzvah. Isaac's
precocity was such that over one hundred rabbis attended his perora
tion. Yet just over a year later Deutscher would
eat his first ham sand
wich with butter, and this on Yom Kippur.88 This was the beginning of
a dramatic transition which would
toMarxism
lead Deutscher
and to
his rejection of Judaism, which he termed "the religious reflection of
the bourgeois way of thought."89 A three thousand year old civiliza
tion incorporating the Bible, the Talmud and a myriad of classical and
sacred textswas thus summarily discarded.
For Deutscher,
"the genius of the Jews" and "the message
of univer
sal human emancipation"90
and the
finally fell victim to the Holocaust
establishment of the State of Israel. Although Deutscher
generally re
as an historically retrogressive phenomenon,
he is
jects nationalism
nevertheless
to see its manifestation,
able at points
at times, as a
force against imperialism. Zionism, as the movement
of
"progressive"
national
will
receive
such
not, however,
Jewish
liberation,
consideration. On the creation of Israel, Deutscher's
ob
understanding
servations are cryptic:
For those who have always stressed Jewishness and its
continuity,
it is strange and bitter to think that the extermination of six mil
lion Jews should have given such a new lease on life to
Jewry. I
would have preferred the six million men, women, and children, to
survive and Jewry to perish. It was from the ashes of six million
Jews that the phoenix

of Jewry has arisen. What

a resurrection!91

For Deutscher,
Israel remained a "Hebrew mutation
of the Jewish
consciousness...."92
Although Deutscher sMarxism may not be as popu
lar today as it once was inNorth American universities, his rejection of
secular Jews still
Judaism remains attractive to many self-described
for an all-embracing
and all-encompassing
universalism
searching
which speaks to the brotherhood of man (even as, often unwittingly, it
his own). It is perhaps more
than
rejects one portion of this mosaic:
ironic

that classical

Marxism

and

traditional

Christian

scholarship
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here share a vision, that the "God of Judaism is a jealous particular
for some secularized
ist."93 It is evidently possible
Jewish scholars to
and
hostile and ill
integrate mutually
contradictory
stereotypically
in Child
informed perceptions
of the Judaic heritage. For example,
Eric Erikson states:
hood and Society, the psychoanalyst
think here of types, such as the religiously dogmatic, cul
turally reactionary Jew, towhom change and time mean absolutely
nothing: the Letter is his reality. And we may think of his oppo

We may

and
cultural
Jew to whom
geographic
dispersion
for
have
nature":
becomes
become
"second
relativism
multiplicity
him the absolute exchange, value his tool.94
site,

the

Erikson dedicates

his book

to "our children's

children"!
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